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For over 60 years, the mammalian kidney has been a central model system for exploring the mechanisms by which distinct stem/progenitor populations generate a complex 3D functional organ architecture. Given the power of mouse genetics, the mouse has been the predominant experimental model and a reasonable molecular and cellular framework has been generated for the developing mouse kidney. Recently, several groups have reported approaches to generate human kidney-like structures through the directed differentiation of pluripotent stem cells in culture. This raises the question of how closely these in vitro processes model human kidney development and whether the cell types generated reflect normal kidney cell types. Answering these questions requires an understanding of normal development of the human kidney. I will discuss our progress in what is an ongoing effort to characterize human kidney development in vivo and the use of new approaches such as pseudotime analysis to predict cell fate relationships and potential cell fate generating processes. Through relational modeling, we have been able to demonstrate that mouse and human nephron patterning follows a predictable 3D organization and I will present evidence that suggests the timing of recruitment of progenitor cells into the nephron anlagen determines the subsequent fate of those cells in the nephron forming process. Insights from normal human kidney development will facilitate kidney organoid-directed efforts to generate human kidney structures, and model and treat kidney disease.
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